Wildcats Section 10 Class B Champions

by Al Douglas

For football fans who look to a decisive final showdown, Frank Lafayette found Saturday was not the day. The Gouverneur Indians and Canton Aussies faced off in Section 10 this season. The two teams combined to outscore the entire WNY high school competition in total offense and Canton could never overcome the lead. The Indians never scored in the second half and Gouverneur won with a score of 54-12, a season of 9-1-0.

The Indians could not make the ball on their second possession. Canton got good field position after a short Gouverneur punt. The Bears converted a 35-yard field goal attempt and the game seemed to be over. Canton had two good rushing opportunities, but each resulted in a 3rd down. A key fourth down pass attempt by Canton was incomplete and the Indians had possession.

Canton kicked the ball away and the Indians drove to the Canton 10 yard line before time ran out.
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